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AR T I S T ’ S  ST A T E M E N T

Short summary: horse obsession as a child plus lack of an equine meant I drew them 
monomaniacally out of unrequited love. (I even grew up on a farm! the injustice of it 
all...). And now I’m an artist.

Long story: after drawing nothing but horses for years, I went to engineering school 
because the “starving” part of the artist equation didn’t appeal to me (I enjoy eating). 
Once I was working for HP, voila! at long last I could take riding lessons, acquire my 
own steed, and even compete in dressage and eventing.

The journey since then has focused on fieldwork and the discovery of the magnificent 
fauna of North America and of Africa. Obviously, animals fascinate me. My work has 
evolved from straightforward representation into a more contemporary style with 
abstract and dramatic backgrounds. Frequently, my animals make eye contact with the 
viewer, and removing my subjects from a specific setting makes the viewer more than 
just an observer - my subjects become inescapable and powerful.

While I adore the color and feel of working in oils, I’ve also been revisiting my love of 
drawing through the unique medium of scratchboard. It is a very pure medium, 
requiring the artist to have total control of draftsmanship and values, and the results are 
visually dramatic. My oils allow the expression of the “rock’n’roll” side of my 
personality, and the scratchboards give voice to the “zen” side. (Sort of like my split 
personality as an engineer and an artist).

Whatever the medium, I want to personalize and make immediate the other lives and 
minds that share our planet - to communicate my wonder and excitement at sharing a 
moment and a patch of earth with my animal subjects and fellow travelers on this ark.
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1000-character stmt:
Short story: horse obsession as a child plus lack of an equine meant I drew them 
monomaniacally out of unrequited love. (I even grew up on a farm! the injustice of it all...). And 
now I’m an artist.

Long story: Dramatic color and contrast define my work; I adore the strong light of the American West 
(and Africa!) for my beloved animal subjects. The abstract backgrounds in my oils draw inspiration from 
Richard Diebenkorn, and require substantial design time. My scratchboards illustrate my love of drawing 
using a ‘fragmentary’ approach, illustrating only the sunlit parts of my subjects. My oils allow the 
expression of the “rock’n’roll” side of my personality, and the scratchboards give voice to the 
“zen haiku” side. (Sort of like my split personality as an engineer and an artist).

Whatever the medium, I want to personalize and make immediate the other lives and minds 
that share our planet - I want to communicate my wonder and excitement at sharing a moment 
and a patch of earth with my animal subjects and fellow travelers on this ark.


